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We are so thankful that in the first weeks after the birth Ulli was able to stay at 
home from work. Two ‘full time’ workers were definitely needed... Now we have 
slowly developed a ‘routine’ which works most of the times. Nathan and Caleb 
make us smile a lot, they are two healthy boys and it is so special to see how 
many new things they have already learned. 

During the pregnancy and after the birth our desire to go back to Nepal got 
stronger and stronger. And we got the feeling that we would be ready again to 
leave quite soon. 

A few weeks after the birth INF actually officially asked us to come back. They 
desperately need support in their finance team because the finance director 
Krishna is about to leave. It is his wish that Ulli will take over some of his 
responsibilities. That is quite a challenging request but we like the idea of being 
able to help in a very specific way. 
Also at the same time a few colleagues and friends from our church in Nepal 
asked when we would come back. So we more and more got the impression that 
God is leading our path back to Nepal and that it would be the right step to take 
on this new task. 

The first thing we did was to ask our home churches in Adelshofen and Hausen if 
they were willing to send us out. We are glad that both of them agreed. Our 
sending agency Provide would be happy to employ us again, too. 

Our ministry in Nepal will again only be possible if we have enough financial 
support. As a family with two children we’d need a bit more than before. 
Through the donations that were continued during our time in Germany we have 
around 40 % of the monthly donations we need. If in September the (promised) 
monthly support will be at 80 %, it will be possible for us to leave again soon. 

As a possible date of departure the beginning of November would be suitable. 
Since we have to be employed by Provide already two months before leaving 
Germany, we have made the decision to start working with Provide from 
September 1st onwards. So in September and October we will be on home 
assignment, spending time with our churches, giving some presentations and if 
the needed financial support is there we will be packing and saying goodbye to 
friends and family. 

May we prayerfully ask you...: Could you be a part of our support team? We 
depend on people who are willing to pray for us, to encourage us and to support 
us financially (if you are interested please contact us at 
mail@tinaundulli.de).Thank you so much for your friendship! 

Continue to be a blessing,  

yours                                               with Nathan & Caleb
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